I NSIGHT

We divide the world into parts. And water is such a natural and prominent part of it all. So we
have books threatening “When the Rivers Run Dry” or “The Big Thirst” and articles in the New
Yorker imagining “The Last Drop”. This is the “Global Water Crisis” of which we hear so much:
our global access to water for drinking and for agriculture, hence our food security, is
threatened. The target endpoint of water supply has become the vessel into which oceans of
policy thinking are poured. Water, water, everywhere.
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Yet consider the world again; then the city; and imagine yourself in that city. Increasingly, the
city is becoming the eye of the needle through which so much is threaded: water, energy,
nutrients; the very stuff of our daily bread and daily water. So much of the demand for
whatever is produced in the world comes from the choices we urban dwellers make. It is not
choice over water that counts, although we might quibble about its taste — provided it is
wholesome in the first place. It is choosing our diets.
Viewed from the city, diet can have profound implications for generating the food we choose to
consume. 15 tonnes of water are burned up in producing a kg of beef, 3 tonnes for a kg of
cereal; hence the impact of dietary choices on global water demand. We are entreated to
become vegetarians; and not just in the interests of curbing global water demand. Lord Stern
(of the Stern Review of the Economics of Climate Change) has urged that we eat less meat,
because the production of meat is kg for kg more consumptive of energy, not least through the
associated industrial production of fertilizer, at the head of the food chain.
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A good deal of the city’s daily water is employed to carry away the residuals of the city’s daily
bread. We call this wastewater. We process it to be utterly rid of its polluting residuals — the
nutritious nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) in our food — and put it back into the water
environment. For if we are not free of these nutrients, plant matter will grow in water instead
of on the land. That would be pollution. It is called eutrophication and can lead to the “red
tides” and “dead zones” of the Gulf of Mexico.
Global trade in foodstuffs is tantamount to extracting nutrients from the soils of exporting
countries, only to fuel coastal eutrophication downstream of the cities in food-importing
nations.
Where we are fortunate enough, we have city water utilities to take care of the consequences
of our consumption and our metabolism. If we did not employ water — and a good deal of it —
for flushing our WCs and conveying our wastes (including nutrients) out of our cities, we should
not have this kind of water pollution in the first place.
What might be done to recover those valuable nutrient resources is left out of water policy and
is at odds with water utilities and watershed management. We have no comparable city
nutrient utilities, nor soilshed management agencies. How should we think, behave, and form
policy, if instead wastewater were called anthropogenic nutrient solution (ANS)? For that —
commonly known as urine — is where the N and P concentrate.
Water policy is directed (with success) at water pollution control. Impairment of water quality is
essentially concerned with freeing the water environment of the impacts of the city’s
nutritional, metabolic residuals, as well as the residuals of producing our daily bread, back up
along the food chain in agriculture. Such policy does not do a good job of sparking nutrient
resource recovery.
Should it? Possibly not.
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E NTREPRENEURSHIP & I NNOVATION
Halting eutrophication does not come cheaply these days — at least not for cities. Water policy
is already making it very expensive to eliminate nutrients when they are considered as
pollutants. Ridding the wastewater of Metro Atlanta, Georgia, of a further 50 tonnes of
“polluting” phosphorus beyond current performance levels might easily cost around $2-4M (as
a total annualized economic cost). Yet there could be as much as 1,700 tonnes of “resourceful”
P to be recovered each year in the city’s raw wastewater, along with 16,600 tonnes of N, with a
combined market value of $22M as fertilizer.
Atlanta’s peri-urban economy — in the watershed of the Upper Chattahoochee River — boasts
a thriving poultry industry. Poultry, pigs, and cattle are reared intensively in Confined Animal
Feeding Operations. These CAFOs (the industry phrase) generate ample amounts of residuals
from their nutritional metabolism. Widespread introduction of technologies such as poultry
litter pyrolysis could enable recovery of a sizeable amount of fertilizers — 900 and 2,100 tonnes
per year of N and P fertilizer respectively (valued at $6M) — not to mention liquid and gas
biofuels with an energy value of 250 GWh and worth up to $12M annually.
Perhaps this is not a matter of wielding the stick of policy and regulations, but of the market
dangling a carrot — or the mouth-watering prospect of biofuels — in front of some pioneering
entrepreneurs. For what are cities, if they are not Confined Human Feeding Operations
(CHFOs)? Perish not the thought! Indeed, is there a CHFO entrepreneur in town?
There once was.

H ISTORY N OT Q UITE R EPEATING I TSEL F
Paris was remarkably successful throughout the 18th and 19th centuries at exploiting the
patents filed for making fertilizers out of the residuals of its citizens’ daily bread. About 40% of
their dietary N was being returned to agriculture in the Parisian surrounds by 1913 — “From
yesterday’s bread unto tomorrow’s”, as it were.
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Why did things change? First, progressive introduction from the 1860s/70s onwards of Mr
Crapper’s (British) invention of the WC had literally been diluting out the concentrated worth of
the residuals. Then, in 1908, Haber and Bosch filed their patent for making ammonia (N) from
the nitrogen in the air all around us. This led to the greater production of more effective
explosives and arguably, therefore, the First World War. Their patent also opened the way for
massive artificial fertilizer production, to replenish the soil nutrients otherwise exported away
in foodstuffs: hence the impact today of the vast energy-carbon footprint of industrial fertilizer
production; hence Lord Stern’s urging us all to eat less meat.
It is not that we should not be hugely thankful for the WC and its wet sanitation enabling us to
lead healthy and productive economic and social lives in the city. Yet what might have been,
had the Reverend Moule’s Earth Closet (EC) for dry sanitation won out in the technological
innovation stakes of the 19th Century, instead of Mr Crapper’s WC? For one thing, the
ungracious might accuse me of writing a load of old Moule here.1 For another, some of us might
not have been spending two whole days at the (September, 2010) World Water Congress of the
International Water Association, discussing why the birth-rate of technological innovations in
the water industry is so desperately low.
Dry sanitation (EC) is beginning to thrive in the capital of Burkina Faso. “The Emerging Market
of Treated Human Excreta in Ouagadougou” heralds the title of a 2010 article of the Urban
Agriculture magazine. Absent the WC and all else, think too how dry sanitation might dampen
down the Global Water Crisis.
But why stop there? Anthropogenic Nutrient Solution is perfect for growing micro-algae (the
culprits of eutrophication from untreated human sewage); and biofuels can be generated from
them. There are even CHFO entrepreneurs. One of them went to the December (2010) Cancun
Climate Conference seeking venture capital to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to
fuel the growth of micro-algae from sewage. We can see the banner headline already: “Climate
Change Drives Market for Urine-separating Toilets.” Such devices exist, are being installed, and
one of their products is ANS.
1

While many suppose the word “crap” derived from Mr Crapper, this is not
etymologically correct.
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J OINED - UP T HINKING
Waste-water — both words, joined so, are impediments to joined-up thinking — is the utter
embodiment of the joined-up physics and chemistry of our daily bread and water. Our choices
over diet, our household plumbing, our water-based urban systems of sanitation, mean that
water-nutrients (and energy) are inextricably inter-mingled as they are threaded through the
metabolism of the city — and every one of us.
Driven still by water policy for water quality, Thames Water has very expensive plans: to spend
some $3B to deal with London’s sewer overflows discharging untreated wastewater (nutritious
N and P) to the Thames. And yet — from market forces asserting themselves underneath the
overburden of such water policy — something new about nutrient resource recovery is being
expressed. On 29 September, 2010, marketwire.com reported that Thames Water and Ostara
Nutrient Recovery Technologies would re-engineer Slough Sewage Treatment Works: “to
recover phosphorus and ammonia from its wastewater stream and transform them into an
environmentally-friendly, premium-quality commercial fertiliser”.
If only more of these multiple strings of multi-sectoral and cross-sectoral entrepreneurship and
innovation were pulled together from this city-centric outlook on the world — instead of just
the single-stringed, universally water-focused, policy perspective — how greatly might things
then change.
We all try to grab the headlines. Non-water specialists do their bit for their focal interests. For
some, the 21st Century will be a “Nitrogen Economy”. For others it will be the Century in which
“Peak Phosphorus” will render “Peak Oil” a mere bump in the global economic super-highway.
It might even be the Century in which I write a book with the title “When The Soils Do Not
Starve”. This might break some of the mold of the fixation on water alone. Yet it would be to
fall into the same trap of championing but a single strand of thinking — of being every bit as
disjointed.

M Bruce Beck
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